
Complete Car Wash
Supplies



Car Wash Chemicals

Carpet is a low foam carpet shampoo, designed to be used as a spot cleaner or used in an extraction machine. 

Impact is a low foam citrus based carpet and tarpaulin cleaner. 

Rip Off is a low foam carpet shampoo, designed to be used as a spot cleaner or used in an extraction machine. 

Ultimate is a unique carpet cleaner. It is a low foam shampoo designed to penetrate the carpet pile and leave a 
neutral odour. 

Car Shampoos

Car Wash Fragrances

Carpet Cleaners
Carpet is a low foam carpet shampoo, designed to be used as a spot cleaner or used in an extraction machine. 

Degreasers

Glass Cleaners

Heavy Duty & Multi Purpose Cleaners

Big Chance is a heavy duty alkaline cleaner and degreaser. Contains no caustics and is used as an all purpose 
industrial hard surface cleaner. 

Bug Off Is an alkaline industrial cleaner used in the removal of bugs and everyday traffic film build up.

Multi is a multi purpose cleaner, it can be used on every part of the car safely. It contains no acids or caustic and 
is safe on all automotive surfaces. 

Rip It is an alkaline multi purpose heavy duty Industrial cleaner. It can be classed as a very mild degreaser. 

Chemstrip is an ULTRA CONCENTRATE caustic cleaner. Its high concentrate formula gives it a wide 
range of uses from degreasing engines, ovens to concrete floors. It is to be used with extreme caution. 
Clean Up is an alkaline multi purpose degreaser. It’s unique formula makes it safer than most degreasers, 
whichgives it a variety of applications. Clean Up is still a strong alkaline degreaser and is to be used with caution.
Major Plus is an alkaline caustic degreaser and cleaner. It is a 5% caustic solution, which makes it an 
aggressive cleaning agent used to clean most hard surfaces. 
Steamer is a multi purpose caustic degreaser and cleaner. Its unique formula makes Steamer an 
exceptional cleaning agent, used in the removal of built up grease and oil. 
Stripeze is a heavy duty concentrate caustic degreaser. It is an aggressive degreaser used in the removal of 
built up grease and oil, it is to be used with caution. 
Terminator is a concentrate multi purpose degreaser. It’s unique formula makes it safer than most degreasers, 
which gives it a variety of applications.Terminator is still a strong alkaline degreaser and is to be used with caution.

Vision Plus is a streak free glass cleaner containing ammonia for a more thorough Clean.
DO NOT USE ON TINTED WINDOWS

Vision is a streak free glass cleaner. NON AMMONIA, Safe on all glass surfaces. 

Refresh are car deodorisers and come in various fruity  fragrances. APPLE, LEMON,MELON & LEMON LIME
, And our imitation cologne's C.K, COOL, & ORCHID

Shampoo is a P.H neutral super concentrate exterior shampoo. Its thick sudsy formula helps to separate 
contaminants from paintwork to minimize scratching.,designed for all vehicle types. 
Suds N Wax is a P.H neutral super concentrate exterior shampoo. Formulated with a synthetic polymer wax 
to leave an enhanced finish on all surfaces, designed for all vehicle types
Trucker is a heavy Duty concentrate car and truck wash. Its aggressive multi action formula, makes washing 
heavily soiled vehicles a breeze, designed for all Vehicle Types.
Truck N Wax is a heavy Duty concentrate car and truck wash, with added wax. Its aggressive multi action formula,
makes washing heavily soiled vehicles a breeze, while leaving a gloss finish,designed for all Vehicle Types.
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Plastic Rubber & Vinyl Dressings

Tyre Shines

Wheel Acids

Arma

Dressing

Nu Look

Ezy Sheen

Slick

Tyre Shine

Javelin

Mag Wheel

Reaper
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Ezy Sheen is a NON SILICONE tyre gloss for all tyres. Ezy Sheen’s NON SILICONE  formula makes it ideal for 
panel shops. Ezy Sheen will give a lasting gloss for a couple of days, Depending on environment

Tyre Shine is a 12.5% standard silicone gloss for all tyres. Its silicone concentrate will leave a lasting gloss on all 
tyres for up to 1 week, depending on environment.

Slick is a 25% premium silicone gloss for all tyres. Its silicone concentrate will leave a lasting gloss on all 
tyres for up to 4 weeks, depending on environment.

Arma is a silicone emulsion dressing for all vinyl, plastic and rubber surfaces, interior and exterior. 
It is designed to  leave a protective satin finish on all surfaces. 

Dressall is a thick concentrate silicone emulsion dressing for all vinyl, plastic and rubber surfaces,  
interior and exterior. It is designed to leave a protective satin finish on all surfaces. 
Nu look is a thick silicone emulsion dressing for all vinyl, plastic and rubber surfaces  Nu look can also be 
used in place of pure silicone tyre shines. Nu Look is ideal when a water based tyre shine is required. 
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Big Blue is a mild cut & Polish for removing minor oxidisation and scratches. Designed to cut back duco while 
leaving a protective sealant
Black Pearl is a premium low dust polish for dark coloured CLEAR COATS. Very easy to use and is formulated
 to leave a rich deep gloss.
Glass Gleam is a streak free glass cleaner polish. NON AMMONIA, Safe on all glass surfaces.

Reflection is a medium range cutting compound, used in the removal of light oxidisation and fine scratches.

Shiney Bars is a silicone gel dressing for all plastic and rubber surfaces. Shiney Bars is designed to leave a 
long lasting sheen and is EXTERIOR USE ONLY. 

Show shine is a paint gloss enhancer for removing finger print marks and water stains on highly polished 
ducos.
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Spray Wax

Slipstream is an aerosol paint sealant. It gives a 30 day protection barrier against most everyday 
contaminants
Spray Wax is a liquid carnauba wax, very easy to use, designed to coat and seal paintwork. 
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Gold Wax is a premium carnauba wax polish designed for newer paint types. Formulated to leave a rich deep 
gloss on all clear coats, even dark colours. 
Leather Clear is a cleaner and conditioner which contains a blend of soap and, natural oils which cleans, 
moisturises and provides protection from marks and staining, designed to leave leathers original look.
Leather Cream is a leather conditioner which contains a blend of soap and, natural oils which nourish, 
moisturise and provide protection from marks and staining, designed to leave a mild sheen.
Paint Pro is a low dust Teflon based paint Sealant. Designed for clear coats. 

Purple Haze is a premium Glaze Polish. Designed for newer paint types. Designed to remove swirls and 
fine scratches.

Polishes & Speciality Products

Reaper is a high concentrate mag wheel cleaner. Its high acid formula makes cleaning wheels a fast 
efficient process. It is yellow in colour with no added fragrance and should be used with EXTREME CAUTION. 

Mag Wheel is a super concentrate mag wheel cleaner, the strongest ACID wheel cleaner on the market today. 
Its high acid formula makes cleaning wheels a fast efficient process. should be used with EXTREME CAUTION. 

Javelin is an acid based wheel cleaning and de-rusting agent. It is a medium strength wheel cleaner 
which contains phosphoric acid and is also used as a descaler. 



Supershield

White Pearl

Supershield is a fabric protection, designed to penetrate the carpet pile and coat the fabric fibres. It comes in 
water or solvent based.
White Pearl is a premium low dust hand wax polish for all types of paintwork. White Pearl is a blend of polymer 
waxes and resins,

Highly evaporative solvent, used as a mild cleaning solvent.  

Isopropyl rubbing alcohol.

100% clear kerosene. Safe on all  paintwork, commonly used as a paint cleaner. 

Methylated Spirits is commonly found in glass cleaners and is used as a cleaning  solvent

Multi Purpose Thinners. Commonly used in the removal of stubborn bugs on paint work,Use 
EXTREME  CAUTION, thinners can damage paintwork with no clear coat.
Orange Solvit is an orange citrus based gum and sticker residue Remover, made from solvents, lemon and 
orange peel extract.
Wax & Grease remover used for the preparation of paintwork. Prepsol is a mild  solvent and is safe on 
most paintwork. 
100% Mineral turps is used as a paint thinner and a mild cleaning solvent

100% White Spirits is a petroleum distillate that is used as a paint thinner and a mild cleaning solvent.

Solvent Chemicals

Maintenance Chemicals
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Heavy duty solventised powdered concrete floor cleaner. An aggressive powder formula which cuts through 
grease and oil.

Solvent disc brake cleaner, FLAMMABLE!

A Heavy duty mix of solvents and caustic used for decarbonizing, Paint Stripping and 
as a carby bath

Solvent disc brake cleaner, NON FLAMMABLE!

Ezy Sheen is a NON SILICONE tyre gloss for all tyres. Ezy Sheen’s NON SILICONE formula makes it ideal 
for panel shops. Ezy Sheen will give a lasting gloss for a couple of days, Depending on environment

Heavy duty alkaline powdered concrete floor cleaner. An aggressive powder formulaCuts through grease and oil.

Solvent Dwax and degreaser, safe  on most paint work.

Partz is low odour, more refined kerosene. Used as a spot cleaner or a solvent bath.

Mild solvent dwax and degreaser, safe on most paint work

Heavy duty mechanics hand cleanerWith beads comes in green or orange.

Toilet Urinal  Blocks, keeps urinals fragrant comes in lemon and tutti fruitti

Streak free concentrate glass cleaner NON AMMONIA. Safe on all glass surfaces, used in window 
washer reservoirs. 



Cafe & Sundry Chemicals

AccessoriesAccessories
Applicators & Buff Pads

Bottles, Triggers & Bottle Tops

1L Bottle
1L Pressurised Bottle
1L Pressurised Bottle ECO
500ml Conical Bottle
500ml Long Neck Bottle

500ml Polish Dispenser
Bottle Flip Top
Bottle Pop Top
Trigger Large
Trigger Small

---  1L plastic bottle to suit large trigger
---  1L pump up spray bottle
---  1L pump up spray bottle ECO
---  500ml conical bottle to suit small trigger
---  500ml neck bottle to suit small trigger

---  Wide Mouth polish dispenser
---  Flip top lid to suit 1L & 500ml bottles
---  Pop top lid to suit 1L & 500ml bottles
---  Large atomizer to suit 1L bottle
---  small atomizer to suit 500ml bottle

Applicator Pads Cotton
Applicator Pads Foam
3M Black Ripple Pad
3M White Ripple Pad
3M Ultrafina Pad
B80 Woolen Pad
B90 B90 Woolen Pad
Foam Buff Pad Black
Foam Buff Pad Orange

Foam Buff Pad White
Juice Buff Pad Kit
W7000
W8207
W9000
W9207
S.MS.M Arnold Pad Black
S.M Arnold Pad White

---  cotton polish pads
---  pkt4 foam polish pads
---  soft glazing pad
---  Compounding Pad
---  soft glazing pad
--- Tie on 8” pad
------ Tie on 9” pad
---  soft glazing pad with backing plate
---  hard glazing pad with backing plate

---  hard glazing pad with backing plate
---  3 pads plus adaptor bolt
---  hard compounding pad
---  hard compounding pad
---  soft glazing pad
---  soft glazing pad
---  soft glazing pad---  soft glazing pad
---  soft glazing pad
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Albright ‘ is a pre-soak and sanitizer, used before main wash. Albright is formulated to break down stubborn 
food and grease stains for a more thorough and cleaner wash cycle.
Bathmaid is a neutral water based  tile and grout cleaner. Safely used in the kitchen, bathroom or café. 

Industrial strength bleach. It is a 13% concentrate use with caution 

D.W.P is a heavy duty concentrate dishwashing powder for commercial dishwashers. Its extra tough 
design removes grime and food stains with ease. 
Eclypse is a premium heavy duty laundry powder for Front loading washing machines Eclypse contains 
fabric softeners and brighteners to lift and remove stubborn stains, 
Eclypse is a premium heavy duty laundry liquid for Front loading washing machines. Eclypse Liquid  
contains fabric softeners and brighteners to lift and remove stubborn stains
Kloroklene is a powerful liquid concentrate used in commercial automatic dishwashers. Its powerful multi 
action formula lifts grime and food stains with ease.

Laundrex is a heavy duty concentrated laundry powder detergent. It is an extra tough powder, designed 
for use on heavily soiled fabric.
Power Plus is a heavy duty hospital grade disinfectant. Diluted appropriately power plus is used in the 
kitchen, bathroom or café. 
Rinse Aid is a concentrate final rinse solution for commercial automatic dishwashers. Formulated to leave 
an extra clear and streak free finish. 
Gentle liquid soap for kitchen and bathroom. Packed with aloe Vera to keep hands soft and supple.

Spray and Wipe is a commercial grade spray & wipe, safe on all surfaces in the kitchen bathroom or cafe

Supreme is a heavy duty concentrate dishwashing powder for commercial dishwashers. Its extra tough 
design removes grime and food stains with ease.
Wash Out is a thick and sudsy dish washing liquid, not for automatic dishwashers. 

Wipe out is a dual action cream cleanser. For extra abrasive cleaning in the kitchen or café



Brushes

Chamois

Clay Bars & Nano Skins

Decanting & Dispensing Equipment

Microfibres & Cheese Cloth

Miscellanious Products

Mops, Brooms & Accessories

Paper Products

Rags & Nappies
Flannalette Rags
Mixed Rags
Nappies

Sheeting Rags
T-Shirt Rags
Towelling Rags

---  20kg Flannalette Rag
---  20kg Mixed Rags
---  50 pieces

---  20kg Sheeting rags
---  20kg T-Shirt Rags
---  20kg Toweling Rags

Atork Plus
Interleaved Towels
Roll Towel

--  2 x 750 sheets, 2ply 255m roll
---  200 sheets23 x 24cm 20 pkt/carton
---  80m x 18cm roll,16 Rolls per Carton

Toilet tissue
Toiles Tissue Jumbo

---  2ply 400 sheet roll 48 Rolls per carton
---  2ply 300m x 8 Rolls per carton

20L Mop Bucket
Aluminium Mop & Broom Handle
Duraclean Mop Heads
Dust Pan & Broom
Lobby Pan & Broom
Mop Heads 

Outdoor Broom
Poly Cotton Mop Head
Truck Washing Broom
Wash Brush
Wooden Broom & Mop Handle

---  Janitors mop bucket
---  1” mop & broom handle
---  400g blue,red,green mop heads
---  dust pan & broom
---  Large lobby pan & broom
---  24,28,36 ounce mop heads

---  60cm large outdoor broom
---  24 ounce poly cotton mop head
---  Flow through truck washing broom
---  Flow through bi-level broom head
---  1” mop & broom handle

Aerosol Paint
Blades
Key Tags
Masking Tape 1 & 2”

Plastic Scraper
Plastic Seatcovers
Steel Wool

---  Flat,Gloss,Satin black,white & silver
---  box 100 single sided blades
---  red,yellow,orange,green,blue
---  masking Tape

---  blade holder
---  Roll of 250 disposable seatcovers
---  fine grade steel wool

Cheese Cloth
Microfibre 10pkt
Microfibre 5pkt

Microfibre 6pkt
Waffle Towel

---  fine grade cheese cloth
---  large microfibre cloths
---  small microfibre cloths

---  small microfibre cloths
---  detailing waffle towel

200L Drum Pump Metal
200L Drum Pum Plastic
200L Drum Spanner Metal
200L Drum Stand
20L Drum Pump

20L Drum Spanner Plastic
5L Drum Pump
Blend Centre
Drum Tap Plastic
Soap Dispenser Stainless Steel

---  20L cube drum opener
---  5L jerry or pail pump
---  chemical blending system
---  standard black tap
---  Wall mounted soap dispenser

---  Pump to suit solvents
---  General purpose pump
---  Heavy duty drum opener
---  Heavy duty drum stand
---  pump to suit 20L cube or pail

3M Cleaner Clay
Clay Block
Clay Magic

Nano Skin Pad
Nano Skin Backing Plate

---  200g clay block
---  200g clay block
---  200g clay block

---  Nano skin
---  Backing plate to suit nano skin

Auto Glym Chamois
Chamois Synthetic

Chamois Perforated--- Single microfibre chamois
---  72 x 54cm large synthetic chamois

---  72 x 54cm large synthetic chamois

Detailing Small Brush
Dip & Wash Brush
Laundry Brush
Paint Brush

Toothbrush
Wheel Brush
Wheel Brush Long Handle
Wheel Brush Short Handle

---  small stiff bristle detailing brush
---  long handled wheel & wash brush
---  stif bristle carpet brush
---  2” dash brush

---  toothbrush
--- Short handled wheel brush
---  soft  bristle long handled wheel brush
---  soft  bristle short handled wheel brush



Safety Equipment

Crevice Tool
Hose Joiner
Swivel Cuff

Vacuum Cleaner
Vacuum Hose

---   38m vacuum nozzle
---  38mm hose joiner
---  38mm swivel cuff

---  2 motor 1500w vacuum cleaner
---  10m 38mm vacuum hose

Sponge & Wash mits

Sundry Products

Vacuum & Accessories

3M Products

Auto Glym products

Farecla 

Juice
Buff Pad Kit
Q Cut

Speed Wax
Swirl Remover

---  3 pads plus adaptor bolt
---  1L heavy compound

---  1L Wax Polish
---  1L Swirl Remover

G10
G3
G3 Liquid

G6
GMOP

---  1L fine finishing compound
---  3kg premium heavy compound
---  1L premium liquid compound

---  3kg heavy duty compound
---  compounding pad with backing plate

Chamois
Glass Cleaner Polish 06b
Leather Care
Leather Balm
Liquid Hardwax

Ultrafine Renovator 02b
Fine Abrasive 03b
Radiant Wax
Super Glym

---  Microfibre chamois
---  1L Glass cleaner polish
---  1L Leather cleaner conditioner
---  500ml Leather conditioner
---  1L liquid wax polish

---  1L fine compound
---  1L medium compound
---  5L Premium wax polish
---  5L Premium Polish

Adaptor Nut
Backing plate
Black ripple Pads
Cleaner Clay
DA Glazing Pad
Double Sided Tape
Finesse ItFinesse It
Machine Polish Dark

Machine Polish Light
Rubbing Compound
Sanding Block
Sanding Discs
Ultrafina
Ultrafina Pad
White Ripple PadsWhite Ripple Pads

---  Adaptor nut to suit backing plate
---  Backing Plate to suit 8” velcro pad
---  soft glazing velcro pad
---  200g clay block
---  Soft 6” glazing pad (twin pkt)
---  quality double sided tape
---  946ml very fine finishing compound---  946ml very fine finishing compound
---  946ml glazing compound

---  946ml glazing compound
---  946ml medium compound
---  sanding block to suit sanding rosettes
---  sanding rosettes to suit block
---  finishing compound
---  soft glazing velcro pad
---  hard compounding velcro pad---  hard compounding velcro pad

Aluminium Foil
Cling Wrap

Garbage Bags 
White Sandwich Paper Bags

---  Capri Catering Foil 140m x 44cm Roll
---  Microwave proof600m x 45cm

---  cartons 73 & 82L
---  pkt 1000

Chanelle Wash Mits
Gold Nugget Wash Pad
Hydra Sponge
Large Dogbone Sponge
Large Dogbone Sponge Kenco

Microfibre Sponge
Scourer Pad
Sponge Scourer
Square Spong Kenco
Truck Scrubber

---  Car Wash Mit
---  Car Wash Pad
---  Half moon mediteranean sponge
---  Large car wash sponge
---  Large car wash sponge

---  microfibre detailing sponge
---  pkt 6 white scourer pads
---  pkt10 sponge scourers
---  square car wash sponge
---  Truck sponge & scourer 

Black Rubber Gloves
Disposable Latex Gloves
Disposable Long Cuff
Disposable Nitrile Gloves

Dust Masks
Safety Glasses
Safety Signs
Sunscreen

3M Products
Brand Name Products

---  Size 8,9,10,11 rubber gloves
---  Large,Medium,Small Box 100
---  XLarge Box 50
---  Large,Medium,Small Box 100

---  Disposable box 20
---  safety glasses
---  Floor safety signs
---  1L sunscreen



Max Compound

Meguiars

Metal Polishes

Pacer

Septone
Gleme Polish

COMPLETE CAR WASH SUPPLIES
28A  Williamson  Rd  Ingleburn  2565
Phone: 1300 722 435     Fax: 1300 722 435 
Web: www.completecarwashsupplies.com.au
Email: sales@completecarwashsupplies.com.au

---  5L,20L medium range cut polish

Backing Plate
Imperial Wax
Rejuvinator

Strata Compound
Woolen Grip Pad

---  Backing Plate to suit 8” velcro pad
---  Premium  top coat wax paste
---  3.8L medium cut polish

---  heavy compound
---  woolen compounding  velcro pad

Autosol ---  1kg Heavy duty metal polish paste Purple Metal Polish ---  355ml Premium liquid metal polish

Backing Plate
Cleaner Wax
Final Inspection
Next Gen Tech Wax Liquid
Next Gen Tech Wax Paste
Speed Glaze

Swirl Remover
W7000
W8207
W9000
W9207
Wet Look

---  475ml Swirl Remover
---  8” hard compounding velcro pad
---  7“ medium compounding velcro pad
---  8” soft glazing velcro pad
---  7” soft glazing velcro pad
---  475ml paint sealant polish

---  Backing Plate to suit 8” velcro pad
---  Wax paste top coat
---  3.8L gloss enhancing spray
---  Premium wax polish
---  Premium  top coat wax paste
---  1L swirl remover

Max Cutting Compound ---  6kg,25kgHeavy duty compound 
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